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Microscopic versus mesoscopic local density of states in one-dimensional localization
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We calculate the probability distribution of the local density of statesn in a disordered one-dimensional
conductor or single-mode waveguide, attached at one end to an electron or photon reservoir. We show that this
distribution does not display a log-normal tail for smalln, but diverges instead}n21/2. The log-normal tail
appears ifn is averaged over rapid oscillations on the scale of the wavelength. There is no such qualitative
distinction between microscopic and mesoscopic densities of states if the levels are broadened by inelastic
scattering or absorption, rather than by coupling to a reservoir.
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Localization of wave functions by disorder can be seen
the fluctuations of the density of states, provided the sys
is probed on a sufficiently short length scale.1,2 The local
density of states~LDOS! of electrons can be probed usin
the tunnel resistance of a point contact3 or the Knight shift in
nuclear magnetic resonance,4 while the LDOS of photons
determines the rate of spontaneous emission from an ato
transition.5 In the photonic case one can study the effects
localization independently from those of interactions.~For
the description of one-dimensional interacting electrons
terms of Luttinger liquids and the interplay of interaction a
localization see, e.g., Ref. 6.!

For each length scaled characteristic for the resolution o
the probe, one can introduce a corresponding LDOSnd . It is
necessary thatd is less than the localization length, in ord
to be able to see the effects of localization—the hallma7

being the appearance of logarithmically normal ta
} exp(2const3 ln2nd) in the probability distributionP(nd).

Much of our present understanding8 of this problem in a
wire geometry builds on the one-dimensional~1D! solution
of Altshuler and Prigodin.9 In the simplest case one has
single-mode wire which is closed at one end and attache
the other end to an electron reservoir. The optical analogu
a single-mode waveguide that can radiate into free sp
from one end. In 1D the localization length equals twice
mean free pathl, which is assumed to be large compared
the wavelengthl. One can then distinguish the microscop
LDOS n5nd for d!l, and the mesoscopic LDOSñ5nd for
l!d! l . While n oscillates rapidly on the scale of the wav
length,ñ only contains the slowly varying envelope of the
oscillations. Altshuler and Prigodin calculated the distrib
tion P( ñ) and surmised thatP(n) would have the same log
normal tails. We will demonstrate that this is not the case
the small-n asymptotics.

The calculation of Ref. 9 was based on the Berezins
diagram technique,10 which reconstructs the probability dis
tribution from its moments.~An alternative approach,11 using
the method of supersymmetry, also proceeds via the
ments.! An altogether different scattering approach has b
proposed by Gasparian, Christen, and Bu¨ttiker,12 and more
recently by Pustilnik.13 We have pursued this approach a
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arrive at a relation betweenn, ñ, and reflection coefficients
This allows a direct calculation of the distributions. We fin
that P(n) andP( ñ) have the same log-normal tail for larg
densities, but the asymptotics for smalln andñ is completely
different. The strong fluctuations ofn on the scale of the
wavelength lead to a divergenceP(n)}n21/2 for n→0,
while the distribution of the envelope vanishes,P( ñ)→0 for
ñ→0. This qualitative difference between microscopic a
mesoscopic LDOS is a feature of an open system. BothP(n)
and P( ñ) vanish for small densities if the wire is closed
both ends and the levels are broadened by inelastic scatt
~for electrons! or absorption~for photons!.

We consider a 1D wire and relate the microscopic a
mesoscopic LDOS at energyE and at a pointx50 to the
reflection amplitudesr R , r L from parts of the wire to the
right and to the left of this point. The Hamiltonian isH
52(\2/2m)]2/]x21V(x) for noninteracting electrons.~For
photons of a single polarization we would consider the d
ferential operator of the scalar wave equation.! We will put
\51 for convenience of notation. We start from the relati
between the LDOS and the retarded Green function,

n52p21ImG~0!, ~1!

~E1 ih2H !G~x!5d~x!, ~2!

with h a positive infinitesimal. We assume weak disord
(kl@1, with k52p/l the wave number!, so that we can
expand the Green function in scattering states in a sm
interval aroundx50,

G~x!5cL~e2 ikx1r Leikx!u~2x!1cR~eikx1r Re2 ikx!u~x!.
~3!

@The functionu(x)51 for x.0 and 0 forx,0.# The coef-
ficients cL and cR are related by the requirement that th
Green function be continuous atx50,cL(11r L)5cR(1
1r R). Substitution of Eq.~3! into Eq. ~2! gives a second
relation betweencL andcR , from which we deduce

G~0!5
~11r L!~11r R!

iv~12r Rr L!
, ~4!
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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with v the velocity. Using Eq.~1! we arrive at the key rela
tion between the microscopic LDOS and the reflection co
ficients,

n5~pv !21Re~11r L!~12r Rr L!21~11r R!. ~5!

In order to perform the local spatial average that gives
mesoscopic LDOSñ, we use that the reflection coefficien
oscillate on the scale of the wavelength. If we shiftx0
slightly away from the origin to a pointx8, one hasr L

→e2ikx8r L andr R→e22ikx8r R . The productr Rr L , however,
does not display these oscillations—only this combinat
should be retained. Hence

ñ5~pv !21Re~11r Rr L!~12r Rr L!21. ~6!

In what follows we will measuren and ñ in units of n0
5(pv)21, which is the macroscopic density of states a
the ensemble average ofn,ñ.

Let us now demonstrate the power of the two simple
lations~5! and~6!. We take the wire open at the left end an
study the density at a distanceL from this opening. At the
right end the wire is assumed to be closed, giving rise t
reflection coefficientr R5exp(ifR) with uniformly distrib-
uted phasefR in the interval (0,2p). The reflection coeffi-
cient r L5AR exp(ifL) is parametrized through the uniforml
distributed phasefL and the reflection probabilityR in the
interval (0,1). The assumption of a random scattering ph
is justified because we assumedl! l .14 The ratio u5(1
1R)(12R)21 has the probability distribution15

r~u!5
e2s/4

Ap~2s!3/2Earcosh u

`

dz
ze2z2/4s

~coshz2u!1/2
, ~7!

with s5L/ l and l the mean free path for backscattering. T
mesoscopic LDOS~6! can be written in terms of the vari
ablesu andf5fL1fR ,

ñ5~u2Au221 cosf!21. ~8!

Averaging first overf we find

Popen~ ñ !5
ñ23/2

pA2
E

a

`

du
r~u!

Au2a
, a5 1

2 ~ ñ1 ñ21!. ~9!

The subsequent integration with Eq.~7! yields

Popen~ ñ !5
ñ23/2e2s/4

2Aps
expS 2

1

4s
ln2ñ D . ~10!

The distribution function~10! is the celebrated result o
Altshuler and Prigodin.9 It displays log-normal tails for both
large and small values ofñ. Indeed, the two tails are linke
by the functional relation8

P~1/ñ !5 ñ3P~ ñ !. ~11!

This relation follows directly from Eq.~9! and hence re-
quires only a uniformly distributed phasef, regardless of the
distribution functionr(u) of the reflection probability. As we
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will now show, such a relation does not hold, in general,
the microscopic LDOSn, and the asymptotics of its distri
bution function for small and large values ofn can be en-
tirely different.

The calculation is facilitated by the fact thatn is related to
ñ by

n52ñ cos2~fR/2! if ur Ru51. ~12!

Moreover, ñ is statistically independent offR because the
latter entersñ only in combination withfL , which itself is
uniformly distributed. The distribution of the microscop
LDOS hence follows directly from Eq.~10!,

Popen~n!5
n23/2e2s/4

pA2ps
E

0

1 dt

A12t
expS 2

ln2~n/2t !

4s D ,

~13!

where we substitutedt5cos2(fR/2). The asymptotic behav
ior is

Popen~n!5
exp~3s/4!

21/2p
n21/2, n!e2s, ~14a!

Popen~n!5
21/2exp~2s/4!

s1/2p3/2
n23/2, e2s!n!es,

~14b!

Popen~n!5
exp@2s/42 ln2~n/2!/4s#

pn3/2ln1/2~n/2!
, n@es. ~14c!

In the second and third region this is similar to the behav
of Popen( ñ) in Eq. ~10!. In the region of the smallest dens
ties, however,Popen(n) is not log-normal likePopen( ñ) but
diverges}n21/2.

The different tails arise from two qualitatively differen
mechanisms that produce small values ofn and ñ. For the
mesoscopic LDOS this requires remoteness ofE from the
eigenvalues of wave functions localized within a localizati
length aroundx0. As a consequence,P( ñ) is intimately
linked to the distribution function of resonance widths2

Small values of the microscopic LDOSn are attained at
nodes of the wave function which solves the wave equa
with open boundary conditions, independent of the ene
The nodes are completely determined by the small-sc
structure of the wave function, which is a real standing wa
} cos(kx1a) with random phasea.8 @We recognize the
square of this wave amplitude in Eq.~12!.# The resulting
n21/2 divergence of the probability distribution has the sam
origin as in the Porter-Thomas distribution for chaotic wa
functions.16

The two distributions for the open wire are plotted in Fi
1, together with the result of a numerical simulation in whi
the Green function inside the wire is calculated recursivel17

The comparison of theory and numerics is free of any adju
able parameter—the velocity was taken from the dispers
1-2
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relation, and the mean free path was obtained from the
order strength within the Born approximation.

We now show that this qualitative difference between
microscopic and mesoscopic LDOS is absent in a clo
wire. If the wire is decoupled from the reservoir we ne
another source of level broadening to regularize thed func-
tions in the LDOS. Following Ref. 9, we will retain a finit
imaginary parth of the energy, corresponding to spatial
uniform absorption~for photons! or inelastic scattering~for
electrons!, with rate 2h. Equations~5! and~6! still hold pro-
vided h!E. The reflection coefficients can be written
r R,L5ARR,LeifR,L, wherefR and fL are uniformly distrib-
uted phases if the attenuation lengthv/(2h)@( ll2)1/3,18 and
RR ,RL are independent reflection probabilities. In an in
nitely long wire they have the same distribution19

r~R!5
vev

~12R!2
exp@2v~12R!21#, v54h l /v.

~15!

After elimination of the phases the distribution of the m
soscopic LDOS takes again the form~9!, whereu now stands
for the combinationu5(11RRRL)(12RRRL)21. Equation
~15! implies for u the distribution

r~u!5v2S 12
]

]v De2v(u21)K0~vAu221!. ~16!

The resulting distribution function of the mesoscopic LDO
is

Pclosed~ ñ !5
v2ñ23/2

pA2
E

a

` du

Au2a
e2v(u21)@uK0~vAu221!

1Au221K1~vAu221!#, ~17!

with a defined in Eq.~9!. It vanishes for small densities as

Pclosed~ ñ !5221/2vñ22exp~2v/ ñ !, ñ!v. ~18!

FIG. 1. Distributions of the microscopic local density of stat

~LDOS! n and the mesoscopic LDOSñ for the open wire at a
distanceL52l from the opening.@Both are measured in units o
their meann05(pv)21.# Solid curves are given by Eqs.~10! and
~13!. The data points result from a numerical simulation for a w
of length 10l with no adjustable parameter. The inset shows
geometry of the open wire~not to scale!.
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This should be compared with the known distribution9

Pclosed~n!5S 2v

p D 1/2

n23/2exp@v2 1
2 v~n1n21!# ~19!

of the microscopic LDOS. In contrast to the open wire, bo
distributions vanish forn,ñ→0. This is illustrated in Fig. 2,
which compares the analytical predictions to numerical d
obtained by diagonalization of a Hamiltonian. The compa
son is again free of any adjustable parameter.

We note in passing that the asymptotic behavior~18! dif-
fers from the asymptotic behavior

Pclosed~ ñ !Þ 1
4 ~pv!1/2ñ23/2exp~2p2v/16ñ !, ~20!

given in Ref. 9 forv!1. There the distribution function wa
reconstructed from the leading asymptotics of the mome
limv→0^ñ

n&5v12nn!/(2n21). This would be a valid pro-
cedure if the distribution depends only on the productvñ in
the limit v→0, which it does not. The subleading terms
the moments have to be included forñ&v. Indeed, our dis-
tribution function has the same leading asymptotics of
moments, but has a different functional form. This illustra
the potential pitfalls of the restoration procedure which a
circumvented by our direct method.

In conclusion, we have given exact results for the dis
butions of the local densities of states in one-dimensio
localization, contrasting the microscopic length scale~below
the wavelength! and mesoscopic length scale~between the
wavelength and the mean free path!. Contrary to expecta-
tions in the literature, the log-normal asymptotics at sm
densities applies only to the mesoscopic LDOSñ, while the
distribution of the microscopic LDOSn diverges}n21/2 for
n→0. This is of physical significance because many of
local probes act on atomic degrees of freedom and he
measuren rather thanñ. The strong length scale dependen
of the LDOS disappears if the electrons~or photons! are
scattered inelastically~or absorbed! before reaching the res
ervoir. BothP(n) andP( ñ) then have an exponential cuto
at small densities.

e

FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but for the closed wire with dime
sionless absorption ratev51/6. Solid curves are given by Eqs.~17!
and ~19!. The data points result from a numerical simulation for
wire of length 55l , with the LDOS computed halfway in the wire
1-3
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It is an interesting open problem whether the qualitat
distinction betweenn and ñ in an open wire carries over t
the quasi-one-dimensional geometry withN.1 modes. An
analytic theory could build on the multichannel generaliz
tion of Eq. ~5!,

n5ReTrM̂ ~11 r̂ L!~12 r̂ Rr̂ L!21~11 r̂ R!. ~21!

Now r̂ L and r̂ R areN3N reflection matrices and the matri
M̂nm52(pA)21(vnvm)21/2sin(qn•r0)sin(qm•r0) contains
the weights of theN scattering states with transversal m
mentumqn and longitudinal velocityvn at the transversa
position r0 on the cross section of the wire~areaA).

Our approach can be generalized to a number of diffe
situations. One example is the LDOS inside a disordered
penetrated by a magnetic flux.20 Our approach maps thi
problem onto the problem of reflection and transmiss
~with amplitudetR5tL[t for F50) from the opposite end
of a finite disordered segment. The microscopic LDOS
then given by n5(pv)21Re@(11r L)(11r R)2t2#(1
22t cos 2pF/F01t22rLrR)21, with the flux quantumF0
5hc/e. Another example is the LDOS in a wire coupled to
ys

.
c

12110
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-
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superconductor at one end.21 The expressions forn and ñ in
terms of the reflection matrices from two independent pa
of the wire, derived in this paper, can be directly generaliz
to include Andreev reflection at the interface.

Finally, with our approach one can investigate the relat
of wave-function decay to the decay of transmission pr
abilities. These are known to be identical in one dimensi
Although identity is widely assumed in quasi-one-dimensio
it has come under debate recently.22 By cutting the wire at
two points instead of one, we can study the correla
r(x,y)5^ñ(x) ln ñ(y)/ñ(x)&, which selects the localization
center atx and then captures the decay of the wave funct
from x to y.23 In one dimension we now can average ov
random reflection phases and indeed obtainr(x,y)5 ln T,
where T is the transmission probability fromx to y. The
conditions for a similar relation in quasi-one-dimension a
not known.
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